What we do for our clients!
Insurance and Risk Management Staffing

questpro.com

Contingency

We know what you’re thinking, “Contingency? Contingent on what?” If you don’t hire ‘em, we don’t charge you. It’s a
pretty sweet deal.
Our research team will dig through all applicable candidates until we find the best of the bunch. Our recruiters will
prescreen all interested and qualified candidates and client managers will give you regular feedback throughout the
process. It’s safe to say if you have a need, QuestPro will be there with the talent ready and waiting.

Retainer

A retained search is a step up from our contingency searches. These are typically reserved for high level searches, such
as executive and C-Level roles. Our most experienced team of recruiters will be tasked with these retained searches.
We provide video screening, background checks, in-person interviews, and schedule weekly meetings with the hiring
managers to make sure everyone stays informed. Our processes and connection to our industry expedites a solid hire for
the long term.

Need Someone? Give Us a Call!

QTemps is the answer for all your temp and temp-to-hire needs. We interview all temps, provide
background checks, and can offer over 2,000 skills based and behavioral tests so that our temps match
all of your requirements.
By using our services, we save you the time and effort of searching for temps, as well as relieve you
from the liability of all employer related federal and state requirements.

Hire, Train & Retain the Next Generation
of Insurance Professionals

We’ve all heard about the need for young talent in the insurance industry to fill the void of the
thousands that are retiring. Companies, schools, and students have become increasingly aware of
the NEED for one another. QGrads is here as the liaison between industry professionals and students
nationwide.
Our QGrads team has made connections with schools across the country and has paid close attention
to the needs and wants of millennials. We can offer millennials the roles that they want and deliver the
talent that our clients need.

Looking for an Expert?

QExecs provides you with highly-qualified contract executives to assist your business with the
knowledge and skills necessary to move forward. We will help ensure your business doesn’t miss a
beat, while guiding and training the next wave of skilled workers.
QExecs is helpful in multiple situations ranging from a crisis, such as a high level executive role that
needs to be filled immediately, to a current project requiring an expert’s knowledge. QExecs is great
for those looking to retire, but aren’t quite ready to stop working, those that have retired, but are
looking for an extra income, or even those who just want to give back to the insurance industry.

